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Why are younger people travelling less by car? What follows? 
Lynn Sloman, with Sally Cairns, Lisa Hopkinson, Alistair Kirkbride, Carey Newson and Jillian Anable 

For 25 years, each new generation of young people has been taking up progressively fewer driving 

licences, and undertaking fewer trips and less mileage by car. The trend has gone almost unnoticed by 

transport policy makers, but it is likely to continue. It has major implications for transport policy.  

Last year, DfT commissioned a study of young people’s travel by a team of academics from the University 

of the West of England and the University of Oxford. Their report (Chatterjee et al. 2018) consists of 85 

pages of detailed analysis, and some thoughtful comments about likely future developments1. 

What has changed? In the report’s own words, “Driving licence holding among young people peaked in 

1992/4, with 48% of 17-20 year olds and 75% of 21-29 year olds holding a driving licence. By 2014, driving 

licence holding had fallen to 29% of 17-20 year olds and 63% of 21-29 year olds. Between 1995-99 and 

2010-14 there was a 36% drop in the number of car driver trips per person made by people aged 17-29 

with a fall of 44% for men and 26% for women. The difference in the amount of car driving between 

young women and young men became negligible by 2010-14. Young people generally travel less now, 

with the total number of trips per person made by young men falling by 28% between 1995-99 and 2010-

14, whilst the number of trips made by young women fell by 24%. There has been a small increase in the 

number of trips per person on public transport. The number of walking trips per person has fallen whilst 

the number of cycling trips per person has remained broadly constant. As young adults have moved into 

their 30s, the proportion with driving licences and the amount they drive has increased, but not so much 

that their car use has caught up with that of previous cohorts. Although there has been variation from 

year to year, the general trend has been for each cohort of young people since the early 1990s to own 

and use cars less than the preceding cohort, and for the growth in car use with age to also be at a lower 

rate. This suggests that their changing behaviour is more than just a postponement of driving.”  

These changes apply to car mileage (both as a driver and as a passenger) as well as car trips. This is 

significant because it is helping reduce carbon emissions2. 

Chatterjee et al. also finds that “changes in choices in early adulthood have long-term implications... 

Those who start to drive later tend to drive less when they do start.”3 This confirms earlier research, 

which suggested that people who learn to drive in their twenties are likely to drive about 30% less than 

people who learn in their teens4. 

Why has it happened? The report suggests that the causes are a combination of changes in young 

people’s socio-economic situations (increased higher education participation, rise of lower paid, less 

secure jobs and decline in disposable income) and living situations (decline in home ownership and 

increases in urban living), changes in when people start a family, their social interactions (including 

mobile communication and social media), and the importance that people attach to driving. The 

traditional progression from education or training to a job, starting a family, moving to a house in the 

suburbs and adopting a car-oriented lifestyle has been delayed for some and broken down for others. 

Other factors include motoring costs especially insurance. Reductions in driving and increases in public 

transport use have occurred to the greatest extent in London and other areas with high population 

density, where alternatives to cars are more available and there are greater constraints on driving.  

What follows? The evidence presented by Chatterjee et al. points to the need for a fundamental 

reassessment of transport, planning and housing policy. If, as seems likely, the current trend continues, 

or even accelerates, government must respond to the resulting change in travel requirements. The 

evidence also suggests an opportunity for society to reduce the environmental impact of transport by 



‘going with the grain’ of what younger adults are increasingly doing, and supporting them in the transport 

choices that they are making.  

Other recent evidence from the Commission on Travel Demand5 on transport policy, the Foundation for 

Integrated Transport6 on planning policy, and Shelter7,8 on the housing crisis (also a major issue for 

younger people), underlines the argument for some radical policy shifts. 

We identify four main policy implications of younger adults’ changing travel patterns, related to public 

transport; land use planning and house-building; ‘mobility as a service’; and infrastructure planning. 

First, it becomes more important to ensure that public transport meets younger adults’ needs. A growing 

group of younger adults have previously been written off as dedicated car users, but now rely 

increasingly on public transport. The new ‘millenial’ railcard for 26-30 year olds is a small 

acknowledgement of the importance of this group. But although it will reduce the cost of occasional 

leisure travel, it will not affect the cost of the daily commute9. There is no equivalent discount for buses, 

which are more widely used by young adults than trains and which are seen as expensive10,11. Public 

transport should be more affordable for everyone. But there is a strong case for making local public 

transport entirely free to the under-30s12, to encourage younger adults to maintain a habit of using public 

transport, rather than buying a car and becoming car dependent at key life transition points such as first 

job or starting a family. Public transport networks should also be better designed to meet younger adults’ 

needs. For example, in Zurich and its surrounding area, a comprehensive network of services operates 

6am to midnight, seven days a week, making public transport viable for both work and leisure travel. 

Second, as the proportion of the population that holds a driving licence progressively falls, it becomes 

crucial that most new homes are built within existing urban areas, with excellent public transport, and 

with a layout and density suited to walking and cycling. This urban development should be designed to 

meet the needs of families, so that young adults do not move out to car-dependent suburbs when they 

have children: with a mix of housing, lots of connected, green open space, and dedicated paths for 

buggies, scooters, cargo bikes, pedestrians and cyclists.  The current speculative model of development13 

builds houses in the wrong places, away from jobs, car-based, with few community facilities and little 

green space, and with vast areas of tarmac for parking14. An effective response to changing travel 

patterns requires a different way of building new homes. We need new garden cities within our cities, 

not misnamed ‘eco-towns’ at motorway junctions or suburban sprawl masquerading as ‘urban 

extensions’. Housing charity Shelter argues for a model they term New Civic Housebuilding15, and a 

recent review of the planning system argues for local authorities to play the role of ‘master-developer’, as 

in European cities such as Freiburg16. This model could deliver many thousands of new homes that are 

not car-dependent. To meet this end will require changes to the law to enable public bodies to buy land 

at a fair cost reflecting its existing use value17; a new legal duty for the planning system to promote 

sustainable development and wellbeing18; and, as part of that legal duty, policy guidance that housing 

should only be built in locations where the vast majority (e.g. 75%) of travel19 will be by non-car modes.  

Third, ‘mobility as a service’ (MaaS) has potential to appeal to younger adults. Transport authorities 

could create monthly subscription plans offering a bundle of certain amounts of different transport 

services (bike sharing, public transport, car club, taxi). This would require car clubs, private hire vehicles 

(e.g. Uber) and shared bike schemes to be integrated into the public transport ‘offer’, with regulation of 

the number of PHV licences and fares / charges20,21,22.  

Finally, this societal trend gives opportunities for better transport infrastructure planning. The 

Commission on Travel Demand has argued that ‘demand is not just ‘out there’ waiting to be fulfilled or 

not by policies. It is shaped by policy’23. The positive trends in younger adults’ travel could be amplified by 

the right policies (or dampened by the wrong ones). This implies a shift from traffic forecasting to 

scenario planning, in which policy options to achieve a range of changes in traffic volume (including traffic 

reductions) are explored. Many road schemes previously considered necessary in order to accommodate 

future traffic growth would no longer be justified. Funds allocated to road-building could accordingly be 

much less, providing opportunities for more investment in sustainable modes. 
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